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QSME NEWSLETTER 
Quincy Society of Model Engineers Volume 2008 Issue 3 May June 

What’s Treble O? 
Update on Jim Keller’s Milwaukee Road Layout 

First of Several Book Reviews 
From Our Members 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 The 2008 Open House for the QSME will be held November 8th and 9th. The schedule this year 
will be reduced slightly. Saturday will be scheduled to run from noon to 5:00PM, but Sunday’s will 
only be from Noon to 4:00PM. We may open a little earlier on Saturday if the Good Sams decide to 
hold their Pancake and Sausage event that morning. 
 Current plans will include Dave Scharnhorst’s Big Bridge modules, Jeff Heine’s G Scale trains, 
Jeff Unser and Fred Stephan’s N Scale exhibit, Hank Murray’s Lionel and Old Time trains, and a 
display by the (crossing safety) group. 
 Currently we plan only to finish as many projects already underway in the train room as we 
can. Hopefully we will have some of the Steel Mill buildings in place with some cars and engines as 
well. Jeff Unser is doing the air brushing on the buildings and cars and reported he has that 
underway. 
 Company Picnic; Put this on your summer schedule. The annual good time had by all 
QSME/C&LE family picnic will be held once again at the Murray Estate on St, Anthony road southeast 
of Quincy. Hank says it is scheduled for Saturday August 16th. As usual the pool will be open at 
4:00PM and dinner will begin at 6:00PM.  
 The club will furnish soft drinks and the meat brats, hamburgers, and hot dogs (actually some 
members volunteer to bring the meat). Each family is asked to bring a covered dish, eating utensils, 
and chairs. 
 It would not be a surprise if the Roundhouse Trio plus whomever else shows up, did not plan 
on providing some musical? Entertainment Hank will also have his HO layout in operation. 

 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 While actual operation in and out of the new steel mill complex may still be a few months in the 
future, the Traffic Committee has adopted some basic plans to service the mill. Hank Murray unveiled 
the basic plan at the June business meeting.  In addition to the twice daily coal drags the C&LE will 
now introduce two new trains, an Ore drag east and west. The will be designated #320 AB Ore Drag 
East and #321 BA Ore Drag West. Both will operate between Benezette and Ashtabula. The east 
bound #320 will service its engines at Portland Mills and on occasion will also handle any traffic 
between PM and Benezette. 
 #321 handles the return traffic to Ashtabula again servicing engines at Portland Mills. 
 Coal drags #s 312-313-314- and 315 will operate via Benezette with both set outs and pick ups 
there. They will no longer have any work at Portland Mills and engine servicing will continue at 
Keating. 
 All out bound finished steel products will be shipped via trains 309/310 the Benezette Turn. 
 Passenger service to Benezette and Driftwood will be handled by trains #300/301 the 
Ashtabula - Keating Doodlebugs. These will be phased is as track work is ready. 
 Hank reports the service for the Emporium Coke Plant will be planned and implemented when 
the track work changes at Emporium are completed. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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 One committee change was made at the June meeting. Mike Fletcher volunteered to take on 
the job of the car committee. David Fredrick has had to bow out o0f the job due to his spending so 
much time out of town for the Burlington Junction Railway. Mike says he may schedule a Saturday 
afternoon repair and service once in a while. 

 +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
What is Treble O? 

 We all know of O gauge HO gauge and OO gauge but just what is Treble O? That’s what I 
asked when Jeff Heine first e-mailed me wanting to know if we might like a look at the size and he 
furnished the following. 
 Ask any member of this club what inspired them to become a model railroader? Most will say a 
Lionel train set received as a youngster. Like others I was exposed to Lionel as a young child. My 
father had a set of his own. He constructed a layout for me on an old pool table in our home. I used to 
spend some time in the basement running that train around the loop of track. After a while the Lionel 
stopped working, and it wasn‘t easy to find a place to get the engine repaired. I did have other toy 
trains of various sizes. They required quite a bit of imagination. Some of them remain in my parents 
others are with me, 
 One of those trains is a miniature metal train made by an English firm and designated as 

Treble O. 
 
Jeff wrote, I don’t actually 
remember when I was first 
exposed to Lone Star 
Treble-O trains. My only 
memories of purchasing 
some pieces took place in 
a “dime store” (telling his 
age) in Peoria. Since I 
grew up in Havana IL my 
family made quite a 
number of trips to Peoria 
to go shopping. 
 
 
 
 
 

   Lone Star Treble O engines     (Not Powered)                                    
 At one time my collection of the trains consisted of a couple of diesel engines, about three 
passenger cars and a few freight cars. I also owned enough plastic tracks to make a complete circle 
that was about 18 inches in diameter. I wo uld find places around the house to set up the track and 
spent time pushing those trains around the circle. Of course they were not motorized. I later years I 
learned the trains were close in size to N scale. In fact I actually tried them on N scale track and they 
fit perfectly. 
(Eds Note ;) While it might be possible to change couplers and hook the cars to N scale power units, I 
don’t know if the wheel sets are insulated to keep from shorting the track. I also note the horn-hook 
type couplers are really out of scale, but I bet they held the cars together while they were being hand 
moved around the track. 
 On the next page is a comparison photo from Jeff to show the relative size on Treble-O and 
HO. 
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 (Eds Note;) Here are two 40 foot 
boxcars in a picture furnished by 
Jeff. 
The HO from the Illinois Railway 
Museum dwarfs the Treble-O New 
Haven in a sky blue paint job.  
I have not had a chance to 
measure the car but from the 
picture it appears to be slightly 
larger than N scale cars. 
 
 
Comparison Photo HO left and 
Treble-o right.             Jeff Heine 

photo 
 Like other toys from my childhood, this train was soon boxed and put away somewhere. 
Occasionally I would look at the trains to see what pieces I had. I decided to look on the internet and 
the first place I checked was ebay. One can find a lot of old toys there. I noticed quite a number of 
items for sale when I first browsed. It also made me realize there was a lot more to these trains than 
the few that I owned. 

 
 An example of Lone Star Treble -0 rolling stock                                 Jeff Heine photo 
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 After some more searching I found a website with more detailed information. The Lone Star toy 
division was part of Die Casting Machine Tolls Ltd. Based in London England. At one point in the 
early 1950s train sets were offered that had electric motors. Also on the website is a complete catalog 
for the trains. Enough equipment is available to construct a complete layout. 
 A while back I acquired a few more pieces to add to my collection and sold some unwanted 
ones. I had visions of possibly constructing a small layout and that may happen. In the meantime, I 
think I will hang on to Treble-O trains.  
For more information you can visit the following website: members.aol.com/dgosha/TrebleO.html 

Jim Keller’s Milwaukee Road Layout is now in Two Rooms 
The old song goes, 
“through the river 
and through woods 
to Grandmothers 
house we’ll go”. In 
Jim Keller’s case the 
words are; “through 
the wall and through 
the switches to a 
storage yard we go”. 
Jim’s Milwaukee 
Road layout circa 
mid 1970s now has 
more storage space 
and ‘ready tracks, 
seven of them lining 
a wall in the middle 
room between his 
layout and his 
workshop. 

And to get into that yard and the correct track is fantastic. 
 Notice in the above picture there are no manual switch throws. It is all done electronically using 
a Digitrax program. In the diagram below there are three incoming tracks A B & C.  

  To the left are seven 
house tracks. If you come 
in track ‘A’ and want to go 
to track 7 you dial up 007 
on your throttle. If you 
come in track ‘C’ and want 
track 7 you dial 021.  
   If you are leaving the 
storage yards just read it 
backwards but dial the 
same thing numbers. 
 Then you press ‘T’ 
for “throw” and all the slo 
mo switches align 
themselves automatically 
just like CTC controls   Jim 
explains it this way. 
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 “It’s a feature of the Digitrax stationary decoder. A stationary decoder, as the name implies is 
mounted some stationary place on the layout and uses the digital commands coming down the rails 
to operate relays, lights, motors, or switch machines. I used the DS65 (now replaced by DS66) 
stationary decoder to operate the staging slow motion turnout motors. The route is programmed into 
the booster (DCS100) in my case and when you tell the booster to change routes, it sends the signals 
to each stationary decoder (DS65) via the rails. 

 
   Here’s the “hole in the wall” 
that will allow trains to leave 
the main line and exit or enter 
the storage tracks. 
  Note there is a third track to 
come into the storage area. 
I’m sorry but I haven’t learned 
the layout well enough to 
explain where it comes from.  
   Since Jim has a terrific 
supply of Milwaukee rolling 
stock he will also have 
another storage yard on a 
lower level and a big yard just 
below eye level in the main 
room.  This enters the St Paul 
staging tracks. While the 
storage yard in the middle 
room is all powered switches, 

the nine track operating yard at La Crosse in the main room will have all manual turnouts once you 
get into the yard. The reason I used the route system at St. Paul staging was because I needed to 
operate it from either room. 
 Jim’s layout has reached the stage where it can now be used to ‘run trains’ and there have a 
few sessions to see what Jim has accomplished. I remarked again to him that his wood work is good 
enough to be living room furniture.  

Gary Roe Takes A Trip 
 Chosing to leave the gas hogs behind on May 1st of this year Gary Roe and his daughter took 
a tourist type trip to Chicago. They climbed on the morning eastbound Illinois Zephyr at Quincy and 
rode it to Naperville. Gary had taken the advice of Larry S at reserved  space at the Colfort Inn Suites 
at Aurora. In a picture later I’ll show you why that’s a great choice. You may be asking why he got off 
at Naperville if they were staying Aurora. Simple, Amtral doesn’t stop at Aurora but the Metra stops at 
both cities, in fact Aurora is the end-of-line for Metra whigh runs from there to Union Station in 
downtown Chicago.  Here are Gary’s words about the trip. 
 We only had minutes to wait at Naperville for the Metra back to Auroroa. Once settled in at the 
motel we were off once again to downtown Chicago. The Metra of course operates on the old CB&Q 
Raceway and is still called the Burlington Northern Service. I won’t bore you with the gory details of 
the “tourist” part of our trip; but I will say we had a good time at all the museums ans such. 
 Of particular note to railroaders, the Museum of Science & Industry is a cool place to go. They 
have the newly restored Pioneer Zephyr. It is fairly dark where they have it; but at least it is protected 
and available for inspection. They also have a huge HO scale layout, depicting Chicago to Seattle. I 
was impressed by some of the modeling; but not as much by some of the rest of it. Still, it was worth 
while seeing it for the first time. 
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    You are looking at the 
CB&Q / BNSF main at 
Aurora. The picture was 
taken from their motel 
room. 
   This particular train is 
eastbound for Cicero. It 
is of course a Metra train 
with the dual level 
commuter cars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     This is literally the end of the 
Metra  line. Trains leave pretty  
frequently during the week but 
less so on the weekend, when  
there is about a two hour  
spacing. Remember this is also  
the BNSF main in and out of 

Chicago. 
 
 
 
 
 
Remember I noted earlier 
the motel choice was a 
very good one. To the left 
is the reason. At the end of 
the parking lot is the old 
CB&Q stone roundhouse. It 
has been saved, 
remodeled, and part of it is 
a nice restaurant. An 
adjacent backshop building 
is now an intermodal center 
of the pedestrian kind. 
Metra and the bus line 
share the waiting room and 
sell tickets there. 
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Most of our time there the 
weather was cloudy 
precluding much in the way of 
photography; but I thought 
these photos might be of 
interest. 
      
    End of the six days in 
Chicago for Gary and his 
daughter and true to being a 
railroad fan they climb back on 
the evening Illinois Zephyr as 
it pulled into the station at 
Naperville. 
 
Thanks Gary. 
 
Maybe one of these we all 
take a weekend trip on Amtrak 
and go to the Museum in 
Chicago. 

Railroad Book Review #1 
The Railroad Never Sleeps 

 One of the blessings from having a website like ours is the contacts we receive. Back in late 
March I was e-mailed by Nichole Schiele of MBI Publishing with an offer I simply could not turn down. 
MBI has long been a publisher of motor books about autos, racing, etc. However Nichole informed 
me they are branching into railroad books and would like help to get out the information to groups 
interested in railroads and asked if we would like to take part.  
 The offer included sending each new book to the club which would become our property. They 
ask in return we include some information in our newsletter. I suggested we do an honest book 
review by club members. When I say honest I mean if we find things that are not exactly right or of 
interest to railroad aficionados then we would have the right to say so. I’ve read reviews in hobby 
magazines and very seldom do they take swipes at any of the books chosen. David Fredrick had 
asked to do this first review but due to starting up a new Burlington Junction RR switching operation 
in Montgomery IL., and all the worries about the Mississippi, he was unable to get it done, so I’ll take 
a shot at the first one. 

  
 The first book is ‘The Railroad Never Sleeps’. There is nothing 

wrong with this book and the credit has to go to the editor Brian 
Solomon. The premise he took was to pick one 24 hour period, get 
dome of the best railroad photographers in the nation to cover every 
corner of the continent. And it worked: The day chosen was May 10th 
2007, the anniversary of the Golden Spike ceremony completing the 
first transcontinental railroad across the U.S.  
 Solomon used the four time zones across the country and with 
the photographers picked the spots and railroads they wanted to show. 
Many times you will find the same exact time used in each zone, say 
6:00AM when some train crews are ending a long night and others are 
just getting underway. 
 While there are dozens of magnificent photos of motive power 
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there are also many great shots of the people who run the railroads.  
 Some photographers just happened on some great shots.  Steve Smedley was 
originally to cover the Burlington Junction RR, in fact it was all set up with David Frederick. But 
on the way west near Canton IL., he happened on the shot of a lifetime (particularly in 2007). It 
was a conductor, an engineer and a railroad employee lifting a heavy battery through the nose 
door of an FP9. #1750 in one of two FP9As restored to operating condition by the Peoria and 
Western. They operate on the P&W from near Peoria to La Harpe, and I’ve been dying to get a 
shot of them. You may remember these two diesels stood on the tracks near the Keokuk 
Junction office in Keokuk IA.  A minute after Smedley took the picture he grabbed his cell 
phone and told Brian Solomon, “You won’t believe what I just photographed and in 2007!” 
 Solomon is no stranger to writing about railroads. He has more than 30 books about 
railroads and motive to his credit. His writing and photos have appeared many times in Trains 
magazine. 
 This book is more than 3/4ths pictures with excellent copy accompanying them. The 
words are short and to the point, no long dissertations on the future of railroads. 
 The price is $35.00 but if we decide to buy 10 of them (not all the same title) we can get 
them for $19.00 a deal for club members. 
 This book will become club property and will be in the club very soon. The second book 
has already arrived and Hank Murray will review it, the title is ‘Chicago & Northwestern 
Railway’ and is billed as a color history of the road. The writer is Tom Murray and the review 
will be in the next newsletter. 
 I hope eventually to place all the reviews in a separate section on our website. 
          Bob Turek        

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Here’s Some Pictures From Our Members 
 
 
W. F. Hall Printing 
Company #5 is a 
Whitcomb twin engine 44 
or 45 tonner. With the 
small headlight I doubt it 
saw anything more than 
in plant work, probably 
shoving around cars of 
paper stock. W F Hall 
along with the R.R. 
Donnelly Company were 
the leading magazine and 
catalog printers in the 
greater Chicago area. In 
the 1970s W F Hall had 
more than 5000 
employees. 
      Jeremy Bubb Photo 
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    Here is another picture by Jeremy 
Bubb. I believe he said both shots were taken 
in Rochelle, if I’m wrong it will be correction 
time. 
           The almost tiny switcher at the left is 
also a Whitcomb although I believe these were 
gasoline engine powered and may even have 
been a direct drive. 
 This four wheel unit is most likely at 18 
ton model, although they did make some in 25 
ton size. 

     On June 1st the area received 
more than 4 inches of rain. A 
bridge on the NS railroad west of 
Barry is believed to have shifted 
from debris washed against it. 
   As a result the Norfolk Southern  
dumped a large number of cars off 
an eastbound freight. The cars 
were loaded with coal and corn 
syrup. There were no injuries and 
rail traffic was resumed in less than 
24 hours.    
                      Jeff Heine photo 

 
   At left Dave Fredrick and his workers and our own 
Larry S spent Saturday morning removing the arms and 
electrical equipment from the Broadway street crossing 
of the BJRY. They also shut down the crossing signals at 
highway 57 and Radio road and put in the gate across 
the tracks on the levee protecting Gardner Denver and 
South Quincy Drainage district.  
    David said by Sunday afternoon the south half of the 
Front street yard was under water. All the cars and one 
diesel had been moved the north end above high water. 
The other diesel is south of the levee still switching cars 
for ADM, Prince Minerals and a couple of other 
businesses. They’ll make up trains as long as they have 
space and hope the water goes down fast. 
 In the next newsletter I’ll try to get some more 
flood pictures. 
  Please send any photos of interest. They car be 
either digital by e-mail of printed pictures by snail mail. 

 
Remember Model Railroading is Fun 


